
Beautiful box
Make a beautiful box to keep 
all your treasures safe.
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     Cut out the box shape.

     Fold along the yellow      
     creases. You should begin  
     to see the box take shape.  

     Add glue to the
     marked tabs and 
     stick the box together. 

     Finally, fill the box with
     your treasures and
     fold down the lid to
     keep them safe. 
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Pretty post
Cut out the cards, write in them, 

and post them to a friend.



Unicorn dress-up

ears
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horn

     Cut out the horn,
     tail, and ear shapes.

     Fold along the creases
     and stick the backs of 
     the shapes together.  

     Ask an adult to help you 
     thread some ribbon 
     through the shapes 
     and secure with tape. 

     Tie the tail around your 
     waist. Then tie the horn 
     and ears under your 
     chin to finish!
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Brilliant bookmarks

 Add glue to 
the marked tab. 
Then press 
the second 
tab on top to 
stick it down.

Slip the bookmark 
over the corner 
of a page to 
mark your place.

     Cut out the 
     bookmarks.

     Fold the two 
     triangular tabs 
     so they create 
     a square shape.
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Buckinghorn Palace
Cut out the palace and cloud shapes. Fold along

 the yellow creases to make them stand up.



Fantasy friends
These two pages contain pieces for you to make some 

magical models. Cut out the shapes. Then prop 
up the pieces using the stands.



Fantasy friends
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tab B

tab A

Cut out the tent shape. 

Fold along the yellow creases. You 
should begin to see the tent take shape. 

Add glue to the inside of tab A  
and stick it to the inside of tab B.

Now your tent should stand up!
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Trotting toppers
Cut along the dotted lines, and attach the card 

topppers to your pencils like this. 



Beautiful banner
Cut out the unicorn shapes. Then thread some ribbon through the 

holes to create a beautiful banner. Hang it wherever you want!


